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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a deep snapshot high dynamic range (HDR) imaging framework that can effectively reconstruct an
HDR image from the RAW data captured using a multi-exposure color filter array (ME-CFA), which consists of a mosaic
pattern of RGBfilters with different exposure levels. To effectively learn the HDR image reconstruction network, we introduce
the idea of luminance normalization that simultaneously enables effective loss computation and input data normalization by
considering relative local contrasts in the “normalized-by-luminance” HDR domain. This idea enables the network to equally
handle the errors in both bright and dark areas regardless of absolute luminance levels, which significantly improves the
visual image quality. Experimental results using public HDR image datasets demonstrate that our framework outperforms
other snapshot methods and produces high-quality HDR images with fewer visual artifacts, resulting in more than 4dB color
peak signal-to-noise ratio improvement in the linear HDR domain.

Keywords High dynamic range (HDR) imaging · Multi-exposure color filter array · Demosaicking

1 Introduction

The dynamic range of a camera is determined by the ratio
between the maximum and the minimum amounts of light
that can be recorded by the image sensor in one shot. Standard
digital cameras have a low dynamic range (LDR) and only
capture a limited range of scene radiance. Consequently, they
cannot capture a bright and a dark area outside the camera’s
dynamic range simultaneously. High dynamic range (HDR)
imaging is a highly demanded computational imaging tech-
nique to overcome this limitation, which recovers the HDR
scene radiance map from a single or multiple LDR images
captured by a standard camera.

HDR imaging is typically performed by estimating a
mapping from the sensor’s LDR outputs to the scene radi-
ance using multiple LDR images which are sequentially
captured with different exposure levels [1]. Although this
approach works for static situations, it is not suitable for
dynamic scenes and video acquisition since ghost artifacts
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may occur because of target or camera motions while tak-
ing multiple images with different exposure settings. Recent
learning-based methods [2–4] have successfully reduced
ghost artifacts derived from target motions between input
LDR images. However, those methods are limited to small
target motions and the artifacts remain apparent for the areas
with large motions.

Some studies have used only a singleLDR image to realize
one-shotHDR imaging [5–7]. They essentially inpaint or hal-
lucinatemissing over- and under-exposed areas by exploiting
an external database ofLDR-HDR imagepairs.Although this
approach is free from ghost artifacts, it generates inpainting
or hallucination artifacts for largely over- and under-exposed
areas.

As another one-shot approach, the methods based on a
snapshot HDR sensor have also been investigated [8–11].
One way to realize a snapshot HDR sensor is to use a
single-image sensor with spatially varying exposure levels
[10, 11]. This can be achieved by using what we call a
multi-exposure color filter array (ME-CFA), which consists
of a mosaic pattern of RGB filters combined with neutral
density filters with different attenuation levels (see Fig. 1
for an example). The snapshot HDR sensor has the advan-
tage of capturing multi-exposure information in one shot.
Thus, it has great potential for HDR imaging of dynamic
scenes and HDR video acquisition without suffering from
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ghosting and inpainting artifacts. However, HDR image
reconstruction from the snapshot measurement includes two
challengingproblems: color demosaicking (i.e., interpolation
of missing RGB values) and HDR reconstruction (i.e., scene
radiance estimation from LDR measurements). As we will
experimentally show later, a simple combination of existing
demosaicking/interpolation and HDR reconstruction meth-
ods cannot produce satisfactory results for this joint problem.

In this paper, we address the joint problem of color demo-
saicking andHDRreconstruction for snapshotHDR imaging,
given mosaic RAW data captured using an ME-CFA. To
address this problem,we propose a novel deep snapshotHDR
imaging framework that can effectively reconstruct an HDR
image from the RAW data captured using an ME-CFA. Fig-
ure1 shows our framework, where we introduce the idea of
luminance normalization and reconstruct the HDR image in
the luminance-normalized domain.

In the training phase, we first train an LDR interpolation
network (LDR-I-Net) to estimate tentative HDR luminance
from interpolated LDR image generation. Then, we nor-
malize the input ME-CFA RAW data by the tentative HDR
luminance. Finally, we train a luminance-normalized HDR
image reconstruction network (LN-Net) to reconstruct an
HDR image based on the pair of the ME-CFA RAW data
and the ground-truth HDR image data in the luminance-
normalized domain. In the application phase, theHDR image
is reconstructed through the learned two networks, where the
final HDR image result is derived as the multiplication of
the tentative HDR luminance and the luminance-normalized
HDR image.

The proposed framework mainly has two benefits. The
first one is effective loss computation in the luminance-
normalized domain. The standardmean squared error (MSE)
loss in the linear HDR domain has a problem of neglecting
the errors in dark areas because they are quite small com-
pared with the errors in bright areas. However, those errors
in dark areas significantly affect the visual quality in a tone-

mapped domain [12], which is commonly used to display
HDR images. Based on this, some studies have computed
the loss in a transformed domain, such as a log domain [6]
and a global tone-mapped domain [2].
However, these signal-independent transformations do not
reflect an actual signal component of each image. In contrast,
by computing the loss in the luminance-normalized domain,
we can equally handle the errors in bright and dark areas by
considering the actual luminance of each image.

The second benefit of the proposed framework is effective
input data normalization. In deep learning, the normaliza-
tion of input data is important to extract effective features.
Since a diverse range of scene radiance information is simul-
taneously encoded in the ME-CFA RAW data, we need to
consider relative local contrasts, rather than absolute differ-
ences. Otherwise, features such as edges and textures in dark
areas are prone to be ignored. In our framework, by normal-
izing the input RAW data by the tentative HDR luminance,
we can naturally consider the relative local contrasts in both
bright and dark areas regardless of absolute luminance.

Through the experiments using three public HDR image
or video datasets, we validate the effectiveness of our frame-
work by comparing it with other snapshot methods and
state-of-the-art HDR imaging methods using multiple LDR
images.
Main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.

– We propose a novel deep learning framework that effec-
tively solves the joint demosaicking andHDRreconstruc-
tion problem for snapshot HDR imaging.

– We propose the idea of luminance normalization that
simultaneously enables effective loss computation and
input data normalization by considering the relative local
contrasts of each image.

– Wedemonstrate that our framework can outperformother
snapshot methods and reconstruct high-quality HDR
images and videos with fewer visible artifacts.

Fig. 1 We propose a deep snapshot HDR imaging method to produce a
high-quality HDR image using a multi-exposure color filter array (ME-
CFA). The ME-CFA RAW data contain three exposure levels with a
regular Bayer pattern. In the proposed framework, we first estimate
tentative HDR luminance and then reconstruct the HDR image in the

luminance-normalized domain, where we can consider relative local
contrasts in both bright and dark areas, regardless of the absolute lumi-
nance levels. The final HDR image result is derived as themultiplication
of the tentative HDR luminance and the luminance-normalized HDR
image
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This paper is an extended version of our previous paper
published in [13]. In the previous version, the loss of LDR-
I-Net is computed only between interpolated LDR images
and ground-truth LDR images. However, the previous ver-
sion suffers from zipper artifacts in the final HDR image
result. In this extended version, we have added a luminance
loss for LDR-I-Net to update the network weights using
both the errors of interpolated LDR images and the tentative
luminance image, which significantly reduces visible zipper
artifacts.We have also added experimental comparison using
an HDR video dataset containing dynamic targets, which
clearly demonstrates the advantage of our proposed snap-
shot method compared with existing methods using multiple
LDR images.

2 Related work

Multiple-LDR-images-based methods have been studied for
years. Their basic approaches include inverse radiometric
function estimation [1] and exposure fusion [14–16]. In these
methods, a weighting function is designed to fuse multi-
ple LDR images. However, because input LDR images are
assumed to be aligned, these methods are only applicable
to static scenes, or some additional image alignment meth-
ods are needed. Some other methods consider the effect
of dynamic objects. To reduce ghost artifacts, Hasinoff et
al. and Hafner et al. compute optical flows to align input
LDR images [17, 18]. Hu et al. and Sen et al. decompose
input LDR images into small patches and apply a patch-
match strategy to reconstruct a final HDR image [19, 20].
Lee et al. and Oh et al. divide input LDR images into a
static background and moving objects by a rank minimiza-
tion strategy [21, 22]. Learning-based methods have also
actively been researched [2–4, 23–27], where recent stud-
ies adopt generative adversarial networks [28], zero- and
few-shot learning [29], and transformers [30, 31]. Although
their performance has continuously been improved (see [32,
33] for reviews), multiple-LDR-images-based methods are
essentially difficult to handle fast and large target or camera
motions, resulting in ghost artifacts ormisalignment artifacts.

From the view of hardware designs, some methods have
exploited a multi-camera/sensor system [34, 35] for the
one-shot acquisition of multiple LDR images. Recently, a
neuromorphic camera is used to guide HDR imaging from a
single LDR image [36]. However, the systems usingmultiple
cameras require image or sensor alignment, which is another
challenging task.

Single-LDR-image-based methods, also called inverse
tone mapping, have been actively studied in recent years.
The representative approach trains the mapping from a sin-
gle LDR image to an HDR image directly [5, 6, 37–40]. The
other common approach trains the mapping from a single

LDR image to multiple LDR images intermediately, from
which the final HDR image is derived [7, 41, 42]. Another
approach learns the camera imaging pipeline from HDR
to LDR to inverse the process [43]. Other recent studies
aim at converting an LDR image to an HDR image con-
sidering ultra-high-definition image quality [44] with novel
dataset generation [45, 46]. Although single-LDR-image-
based approaches realize one-shot HDR image acquisition,
they are essentially difficult to reconstruct high-quality HDR
images because there are no measurements obtained from
different exposure levels. To handle saturated pixels, learn-
ing the optical design [47, 48] has also been investigated.
However, thesemethods need an additional lens setup, which
makes the hardware setting more complex.

Snapshot methods are based on a snapshot HDR imag-
ing system with spatially varying exposure levels [10, 11].
Several hardware architectures or concepts have been pro-
posed to realize a snapshot system, such as a coded exposure
time [8, 49, 50], a coded exposure mask [51–53], a dual-
ISO sensor [9, 54–56], and what we call an ME-CFA, which
consists of the mosaic of RGB filters combined with neu-
tral density filters with different attenuation levels [10, 11,
57–61]. The snapshot systems have great potential for HDR
imaging in dynamic situations since it enables one-shot
acquisition of multi-exposure information. However, HDR
image reconstruction from the snapshot measurements is
very challenging due to the sparse nature of each color-
exposure component.

Some existing snapshot methods based on an ME-CFA
first convert the snapshot LDR measurements to the sensor
irradiance domain. By doing this, the problem reduces to the
demosaicking problem in the sensor irradiance domain, for
which several probability-based [57, 60] or learning-based
[59, 62, 63] approaches have been proposed. However, this
combined and sequential approach could not necessarily pro-
duce satisfactory results because the errors in the first step
are propagated by the demosaicking step.

Joint approaches have also been proposed. Narasimhan
and Nayer use the pair of ground-truth HDR images and
ME-CFARAWversions of them to train a simple polynomial
function, which interpolates the missing pixel values using
neighboring pixels [10]. Some other methods use image dif-
ferentiation [61] and bilateral filter [8] to interpolate the pixel
values. However, these simple interpolation approaches suf-
fer from the artifacts such as blurring edges and false colors.
Martel et al. apply a deep learning framework to HDR imag-
ing from ME-CFA RAW data generated by a programmable
shutter function called neural sensors [64]. Vien and Lee use
a robust loss function, which considers luminance, chromi-
nance, and contrast [65].Xu et al. apply an exposure guidance
mask to mask out the effect of over-exposed pixels to jointly
learn the demosaicking and the HDR reconstruction [66].
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However, these methods assume a specific exposure pattern,
such as two exposure levels with a row-wise pattern.

To summarize, the methods based on multiple LDR
images are susceptible to ghost artifacts in dynamic scenes,
while the methods based on a single LDR image often pro-
duce inpainting or hallucination artifacts due to the lack of
multi-exposure information. Although the snapshot methods
overcome these limitations, the joint task of demosaicking
and HDR reconstruction is challenging because of the sparse
nature of each color-exposure component with many over-
/under-exposed pixels in the mosaicked form. To address this
challenge,we propose a novel over-/under-exposed pixel cor-
rection method as a pre-processing and develop a general
and high-performance framework exploiting deep learning
to jointly solve the demosaicking and the HDR reconstruc-
tion problems for snapshot HDR imaging.

3 Proposed deep snapshot HDR imaging

3.1 Framework overview

In this paper, we apply the ME-CFA pattern shown in Fig. 1,
which consists of a 4× 4 regular pattern with three exposure
levels, assuming the mosaic of RGB filters combined with
neutral density filters with three attenuation levels. Although
our framework is general and not limited to this pattern, we
use this pattern because (i) it is based on the common Bayer
pattern [67], similar to existing ME-CFA patterns [10, 55],
and (ii) it consists of three exposures, which are commonly
used in recent HDR imaging studies [2, 3]. Those two condi-
tions enable us to experimentally compare our framework

with standard Bayer demosaicking methods [68, 69] and
competitive HDR imaging methods using three LDR images
[2, 3].

Figure 2 shows the overview of our framework, which
mainly consists of two parts: (i) luminance estimation
and (ii) luminance-normalized HDR image reconstruction.
The first part estimates tentative HDR luminance based
on the interpolated LDR images by the learned LDR-
interpolation-network (LDR-I-Net). Then, based on the
tentative HDR luminance, the second part estimates the
luminance-normalizedHDRimageby the learned luminance-
normalized HDR image reconstruction network (LN-Net).
Each part is detailed in subsections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.
Finally, the HDR image is reconstructed by multiplying
the tentative HDR luminance and the estimated luminance-
normalized HDR image.

Throughout this paper, we use the term “irradiance” or
“sensor irradiance [1]” to represent the irradiance of the light
reaching the image sensor after going through the camera’s
optical elements such as a lens. Because we assume a linear
optical system as in [1, 70], the sensor irradiance is assumed
to be the same as the scene radiance in this paper. We also
assume linear responses between the sensor irradiance and
pixel values because we process the RAW data, which typi-
cally have linear camera responses.

3.2 Luminance estimation

In the luminance estimation, we first interpolate the missing
RGB pixel values to generate interpolated LDR images. For
this purpose, we train LDR-I-Net. Then, we apply Debevec’s
method [1] to the interpolated LDR images for tentativeHDR

ME-CFA RAW data

Interpolated
LDR images

Tentative HDR 
estimation

Tentative 
HDR image

Luminance
calculation

Reconstructed
HDR image

Tentative
HDR luminance

LN-Net

ℒ

Linear 
interpolation

Linear 
interpolation

Linear 
interpolation

O/U-pixel 
correction

Conversion 
to irradiance

Loss computation:

ℒLoss computation:

Irradiance CFA RAW data generation

ℒLoss computation:

LDR-I-Net

+

Luminance-normalized 
HDR image

Luminance estimation

Luminance-normalized HDR image reconstruction

Fig. 2 The overview of our deep snapshot HDR imaging framework.
It first estimates tentative HDR luminance and then estimates the HDR
image in the luminance-normalized domain. The idea of luminance nor-
malization enables us to consider relative local contrasts in both bright

and dark areas, regardless of absolute luminance levels. The final HDR
image is reconstructed bymultiplying the tentative HDR luminance and
the luminance-normalized HDR image
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image estimation. Then, tentative HDR luminance is derived
as the smoothed maximum value of the RGB sensor irradi-
ance values, which corresponds to the value (V) in the HSV
color space [71]. The smoothed tentative HDR luminance is
calculated as

L̂i, j =
d∑

m=−d

d∑

n=−d

σm,n max
c∈{R,G,B}

(
Êc
i+m, j+n

)
(1)

where L̂i, j is the calculated luminance at pixel (i, j), σ is the
Gaussian kernel with the square size of (2d + 1) × (2d + 1)
for smoothing, Êc

i+m, j+n is the value of the tentative HDR
image at color channel c and pixel (i + m, j + n), where
(m, n) represents the relative pixel location in the Gaussian
kernel.

For the training of LDR-I-Net, we input sub-mosaic
ME-CFA RAW data and its linearly interpolated data (see
Fig. 3 for illustrations). The loss function for LDR-I-Net is
described as

LTotal = αLLDR + (1 − α)LLuminance, (2)

where we take LDR interpolation loss LLDR and luminance
loss LLuminance with balancing parameter α. The LDR inter-
polation loss is described as

LLDR =
N∑

k=1

(|| f k ( y; θ) − Zk ||1
+λ1||∇ f k ( y; θ) − ∇Zk ||1), (3)

where y = [x; h(x)] is the network input, x is the sub-
mosaicked representation of the ME-CFA RAW data, as
used in [72] (i.e., sparse 16-channel data for the 4×4 reg-
ular pattern, as shown in Fig. 3), h() represents the linear

interpolation for the sparse data, which can be performed by
convolving the 7× 7 linear interpolation kernel used in [72].
f k( y; θ) is the output of LDR-I-Net for k-th exposure LDR
image, θ represents the network weights, Zk is the ground-
truth k-th exposure LDR image, N is the number of exposure
levels in the ME-CFA, ∇ represents the horizontal and ver-
tical derivative operators, and λ1 is a hyper-parameter. The
first term directly evaluates the differences between the esti-
mated and the ground-truth LDR images, while the second
term, which we call the gradient term, evaluates the differ-
ences in the image gradients to suppress zipper artifacts.

Since HDR images are usually visualized in a tone-
mapped domain, taking a loss in a tone-mappedHDRdomain
improves the visual quality. Following the tone-mapped loss
of [2], we calculate the luminance loss as

LLuminance = ||γ (L̂) − γ (L)||1 + λ1||∇γ (L̂) − ∇γ (L)||1,
(4)

where L and L̂ are ground-truth and tentative HDR lumi-
nance, respectively, and ∇ represents the horizontal and
vertical derivative operator. The function γ is a global tone-
mapping operator of [2], which is described as

γ (x) = log(1 + μx)

log(1 + μ)
, (5)

where μ is a tone-mapping parameter. Similar to the LDR
interpolation loss, the second term of the luminance loss rep-
resents the gradient term, which evaluates the gradients of
the estimated luminance.

In this paper, we empirically set α = 0.01, λ1 = 1, and
μ = 5000 as the hyper-parameters.We validate the effects of
the luminance loss and the gradient terms later in Sect. 4.5.

Fig. 3 The architecture of LDR-I-Net. We use U-net architecture with
a depth of five. The inputs for LDR-I-Net are sub-mosaic RAW data
and its linearly interpolated version. The number of output channels
is nine for LDR-I-Net, which represents RGB channels for three LDR
images. The architecture of LN-Net is similar, with the difference in

input and output channels. As in Eq. (8), we use LDR domain data and
luminance-normalized domain irradiance data for the inputs of LN-Net.
The number of output channels of LN-Net is three, which represents
RGB channels for one luminance-normalized HDR image
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3.3 Luminance-normalized HDR image
reconstruction

In the HDR image reconstruction, we train LN-Net to recon-
struct the HDR image in the luminance-normalized domain.
The inputs of the network are the sub-mosaicked representa-
tion of the ME-CFA RAW data, its sensor irradiance version
as we will explain later, and linearly interpolated versions
of them. The irradiance data are normalized by the tentative
HDR luminance which is estimated by the previous step to
consider relative local contrasts regardless of the absolute
luminance levels. We detail each process to train LN-Net in
the rest of this section.

We first convert the ME-CFA RAW data to the sensor
irradiance domain by dividing the pixel value by the expo-
sure time multiplied by the corresponding attenuation factor
of the pixel associated with the ME-CFA. The irradiance is
calculated as

ξk,i = xi
ρk�t

, (6)

where xi is i-th pixel value of the ME-CFA RAW data, ρk is
the attenuation factor for k-th exposure, �t is the exposure
time, and ξk,i is the converted sensor irradiance of i-th pixel
corresponding to k-th exposure. In the snapshot case using
an ME-CFA, the attenuation factor ρk varies for each pixel
according to the ME-CFA pattern, while the exposure time
is constant for all the pixels. Thus, in what follows, we set to
�t = 1, without loss of generality. Also, we call the irradi-
ance data converted by Eq. (6) “irradiance CFA-RAW data,”
in which different exposure levels are already corrected by
converting the ME-CFA RAW data to the sensor irradiance
domain. Figure4a and b shows the examples of the ME-CFA
RAW data and the converted irradiance CFA RAW data.

In the original ME-CFA RAW data, many pixels are over-
exposed (saturated) or under-exposed (black-out) depending
on the exposure level of each pixel compared to the scene
radiance. Such over- or under-exposed pixels, which we
denote as “O/U pixels,” have no meaningful irradiance infor-
mation even after the conversion byEq. (6). Thus,we propose
an effective O/U-pixel correctionmethod, which replaces the

Fig. 4 Examples of a the ME-CFA RAW data in the LDR domain, b
the irradiance CFARAWdata converted by Eq. (6), and c the irradiance
CFA RAW data after our proposed O/U-pixel correction

irradiance of anO/Upixelwith the linearly interpolated value
using adjacent lower- or higher-exposure irradiance samples.
For example, the irradiance of an over-exposed pixel is cor-
rected as

ξ̂k,i =
{

ξk,i (ξk,i ≤ τO,k)

h(ξ k−1)i (ξk,i > τO,k)
, (7)

where the suffix k represents k-th exposure, the suffix i rep-
resents i-th pixel, ξ̂k,i is the irradiance after the over-exposed
pixel correction, τO,k is the over-exposure threshold, ξ k−1
is the one-step lower-exposure sparse irradiance samples in
the irradiance CFA RAW data, h() is the linear interpolation
operator, and h(ξ k−1)i is i-th pixel value of the linearly inter-
polated irradiance of ξ k−1. We empirically set 0.995/(ρk�t)
to the over-exposure threshold τO,k , where the range of
the irradiance CFA RAW data is [0, 1]. This over-exposure
correction is applied from the lower exposure data to the
higher exposure data. The under-exposed pixel correction is
performed in the same manner, where the under-exposure
threshold is set to τU ,k = 0.005/(ρk�t). Figure4b and c
shows examples of the irradiance CFA RAW data before and
after the proposed O/U-pixel correction, respectively.

We then apply linear interpolation to the corrected irra-
diance CFA RAW data to prepare the network input. The
corrected irradiance CFA RAW data ξ̂ and its linearly inter-
polated version h(ξ̂) can be considered as the HDR domain
data, in which local contrasts in dark areas are very low
compared with those in bright areas. Thus, we normalize
the HDR domain data by the estimated tentative HDR lumi-
nance. This luminance normalization converts the absolute
local contrasts to the relative local contrasts. We also input
the LDR domain data of the sub-mosaicked ME-CFA RAW
data x and its linearly interpolated version h(x). For these
LDR domain data, we do not perform the luminance normal-
ization because the range of the absolute local contrasts is
limited. The input to LN-Net η is described as

η =
[
x, h(x), ξ̂/L̂, h(ξ̂)/L̂

]
, (8)

where L̂ is the tentative HDR luminance and the division
operation is performed in a pixel-by-pixel manner.

With these inputs, LN-Net generates the luminance-
normalized HDR image, which is multiplied by the tentative
HDR luminance to generate the final HDR image as

g(η;ψ) ◦ L̂, (9)

where g(η;ψ) represents the luminance-normalized HDR
image estimated by LN-Net, η is the network input defined
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Fig. 5 The ME-CFA data simulation pipeline. High, middle, and low
represent the corresponding exposure levels

in Eq. (8), ψ represents the weights for the network, L̂ is the
tentative HDR luminance, and ◦ represents the pixel-wise
product. The loss function of the network is an L1 loss in the
HDR domain normalized by the ground-truth luminance as

LHDR = ||g(η;ψ) ◦ L̂/L − E/L||1
+λ2||∇

(
g(η;ψ) ◦ L̂/L

)
− ∇ (E/L) ||1,

(10)

where E is the ground-truth HDR image, L is the ground-
truth luminance, ∇ represents the horizontal and vertical
gradient operator, ◦ represents the pixel-wise product, and
λ2 is a hyper-parameter. The luminance normalization oper-
ation (i.e., the division by L) is performed in a pixel-by-pixel
manner. The second term represents the gradient term, and
we empirically set it to λ2 = 1 in this paper.

3.4 Network architecture

In our framework, we use two networks: LDR-I-Net and LN-
Net. In this paper, we adopt the U-Net architecture [73] for
both networks, though one can use any network architecture.

The detailed network architecture of LDR-I-Net is shown
in Fig 3. The network inputs are a pair of the sparse sub-
mosaicked RAW data and the dense interpolated data. To
adapt the data sparseness difference, we insert RAW data
adaptation blocks. The RAW data adaptation for the sparse
data consists of a convolution layer with the ReLU activation
whose kernel size is 7× 7, while the adaptation for the inter-
polated data is a convolution layer with the ReLU activation
whose kernel size is 3 × 3. The outputs of both adaptations
are concatenated and then fed into the U-Net architecture
with a depth of five. The output channels of LDR-I-Net are
32 × 32 × 9, which include RGB channels of three LDR
images.

The architecture of LN-Net is similar, with the difference
in input and output channels. As described in Eq. (8), we use
both LDR domain data and luminance-normalized domain
irradiance data for the inputs of LN-Net. The output channels
of LN-Net are 32× 32× 3, which include RGB channels of
one luminance-normalized HDR image.

4 Experimental results

4.1 Setups

We evaluated our proposed framework using three public
HDR image datasets: Funt’s dataset [74], Kalantari’s dataset
[2], and Froehlich’s dataset [75]. The details of each dataset
will be described in each experimental part.

4.1.1 ME-CFA data simulation

We simulated the ME-CFA data from the ground-truth HDR
data, which is provided by 32-bit RGBE image format or 12-
bit OpenEXR format. Figure5 illustrates the ME-CFA data
simulation pipeline from 32-bit HDRdata.We first scaled the
ground-truth HDR data, which is normalized to the range of
[0, 1], by 1, 4, and 16 times as [0, 1], [0, 4], and [0, 16], accord-
ing to the assumed three exposure levels. Then, we clipped
each scaled data by [0, 1] and quantized the clipped data by 8-
bit depth. By these clipping and quantization processes, three
full-resolution LDR data corresponding to high, middle, and
lowexposures are generated. Finally,wemosaicked the quan-
tized 8-bit LDR data according to the ME-CFA pattern to
generate the ME-CFA data. By this pipeline, quantization
errors are properly taken into account.

4.1.2 Training setups

In the training phase, we randomly sampled 32 × 32-sized
patches from each training image set and randomly applied
each of a horizontal flip, a vertical flip, and swapping of
horizontal and vertical axes (transpose) for data augmenta-
tion. The used optimizer is Adam [76], where the learning
rate was set to 0.001 and the parameters (β1, β2) were set to
(0.9, 0.999).

Our training phase consists of three steps: (i) We first
trained LDR-I-Net only with the inputs of the sub-mosaic
RAW data and its linearly interpolated version (see Fig. 3)
using the loss function of Eq. (2). (ii) We then trained LN-
Net only with the inputs of Eq. (8) using the loss function
of Eq. (10). For these two steps, we applied 25,000 times
mini-batch updates, where the mini-batch size was set to 32.
(iii) We finally trained the two networks jointly with addi-
tional 25,000 times mini-batch updates using the both loss
functions of Eqs. (2) and (10). During the application phase,
we first applied LDR-I-Net to produce tentative HDR lumi-
nance for luminance normalization and then applied LN-Net
to produce the final reconstructed HDR image.

4.1.3 Evaluation metrics

We used the following five metrics: color PSNR (CPSNR) in
the linear HDR domain, CPSNR in the global tone-mapped
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Our tone-mapped HDR result

ARI [63] CDMnet [58] EDSR [66]

ESRGAN [64]

Kokkinos [59]

Ground truthOursWDSR [65]

ARI [63] CDMnet [58] EDSR [66]

ESRGAN [64]

Kokkinos [59]

Ground truthOursWDSR [65]

Fig. 6 Visual comparisons on Funt’s dataset. The left image is our final HDR image result. The comparisons for a dark region and a bright region
are shown in the red box and the blue box, respectively, where we can see that our framework produces better results with fewer visible artifacts

domain (G-CPSNR), CPSNR in the local tome-mapped
domain (L-CPSNR), HDR-VDP-2 [77], and luminance-
normalized MSE (LN-MSE), which is the MSE normalized
by the true luminance. We used the same global tone-
mapping function as [2] for G-CPSNR and the MATLAB
local tone-mapping function for L-CPSNR. For each dataset,
the average metric value of all test images is presented for
numerical comparison. For subjective evaluation, we used
commercial software, Photomatix,1 to apply local tone map-
ping for effective visualization.

4.2 Comparison with other snapshot methods

4.2.1 Dataset

We used Funt’s dataset [74] to compare our framework
with other snapshot methods. Funt’s dataset consists of
static scenes with 2140 × 1420 resolution. Among vari-
ous HDR image datasets as listed in [38], we used Funt’s
dataset because it contains relatively a large number of HDR
images (224 images) generated using the same camera. Each
HDR image was generated by Debevec’s method [1] using
nine LDR images with the EV set of {−4,−3,−2,−1, 0, 1,
2, 3, 4}. We randomly selected 211 images for training and
the remaining 13 images for testing.

1 https://www.hdrsoft.com.

4.2.2 Compared methods

We compared our framework with two combination frame-
works. The first framework is a demosaicking-based frame-
work. It first converts the ME-CFA RAW data to the
irradiance CFARAWdata and then applies an existing Bayer
demosaicking method to the irradiance CFA RAW data.
To generate the irradiance CFA RAW data, we applied the
same processes as in subsection 3.3, including our proposed
O/U-pixel correction since it was confirmed that our pixel
correction significantly improves the numerical performance
of existing methods. We used state-of-the-art interpolation-
based (ARI [78]) and deep learning-based (Kokkions [69]
and CDMNet [68]) demosaicking methods for comparison.

The second framework is an LDR-interpolation-based
framework. It first interpolates (up-samples) the sub-mosai
ckedME-CFARAWdata by an existing super-resolution (SR)
method with a scaling factor of four and then performs HDR
reconstruction from the interpolated LDR images. We used
existing competitive SR methods (ESRGAN [79], WDSR
[80], and EDSR [81]) for SR and Debevec’s method [1] for
the HDR reconstruction.

4.2.3 Results

Figure 6 and Table 1 show the visual and numerical com-
parisons using Funt’s dataset. In Fig. 6, we can observe that
the demosaicking-based methods (ARI [78] and CDMNet
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Table 1 Comparison with two frameworks that combine existing methods for snapshot HDR imaging

Framework Method CPSNR G-CPSNR L-CPSNR HDR-VDP-2 LN-MSE

Demosaicking-based framework: Irradiance CFA RAW data generation → Demosaicking ARI [78] 46.02 38.04 36.70 75.76 0.072

Kokkinos [69] 41.01 26.22 26.63 69.32 0.185

CDMNet [68] 46.19 38.29 37.13 75.72 0.072

LDR-interpolation-based framework: LDR interpolation by SR → HDR reconstruction ESRGAN [79] 32.31 27.28 24.80 58.54 0.224

WDSR [80] 35.71 30.92 29.32 60.20 0.378

EDSR [81] 39.29 32.55 30.03 66.13 0.119

Snapshot HDR reconstruction method Ours 50.43 43.41 42.14 81.97 0.053

[68]) generate severe zipper artifacts in the dark area of the
red box, while the LDR-interpolation-based methods (ESR-
GAN [79], WDSR [80], and EDSR [81]) generate severe
aliasing artifacts for the high-frequency area of the blue
box. These sequential approaches cannot suppress the zip-
per artifacts and the aliasing artifacts, which are particular
to demosaicking and super-resolution, respectively, because
these approaches accumulate the errors of the first step and
the second step and thus the errors of the first step cannot
be corrected in the second step. In contrast, our framework
can produce a better result with fewer artifacts by jointly
learning the demosaicking and the HDR reconstruction in
end-to-end to produce the final reconstructed HDR image.
Table 1 demonstrates that our framework can provide the
best performance in all metrics, where we can confirm that
our framework can preserve high quality at the global and
the local tone-mapped domains (G-CPSNR and L-CPSNR).
This indicates that our framework can effectively handle dark
areas as well as bright areas by the proposed luminance nor-
malization.

4.3 Comparison with state-of-the-art methods using
a single or multiple LDR images

4.3.1 Dataset

We used Kalantari’s dataset [2] for comparison with state-
of-the-art HDR imaging methods using a single or multiple
LDR images. The dataset contains 74 scenes for training and
15 scenes for testing with 1500 × 1000 resolution. We used
these prepared sets for training and testing. For each scene,
the ground-truthHDR imagewas generated using static LDR
images taken with a reference human pose. In contrast, test
LDR images were taken with a human motion, including
the reference pose as the second exposure. The EV set of
{−2, 0, 2} or {−3, 0, 3} was used for the LDR image acqui-
sition, where EV = 0 is used to take the image with the
reference pose.

4.3.2 Compared methods

We compared our snapshot framework with state-of-the-art
HDR imaging methods using multiple LDR images (Sen
[20],Kalantari [2], andWu [3]) or a singleLDR image (HDR-
CNN [6], DrTMO [41], and ExpandNet [5]). We used
all three LDR images for the multiple-LDR-images-based
methods and the second-exposure LDR image for the single-
LDR-image-based methods.

4.3.3 Results

Figure 7 shows the visual comparison. We can observe that
the multiple-LDR-images-based methods (Kalantari [2], and
Wu [3]) generate severe ghost artifacts around the shoul-
der of the human in the red box, which are due to the arm
motions between input LDR images. The artifacts also can
be observed in the error map which shows the MSE of
RGB irradiance values. The single-LDR-image-based meth-
ods (HDRCNN [6], DrTMO [41], and ExpandNet [5]) fail to
plausibly inpaint the texture-less areas in the blue box, which
is an over-exposed area in the input second-exposure LDR
image. In contrast, our framework can reconstruct visually
pleasing results without suffering from both ghosting and
inpainting artifacts by effectively reconstructing the HDR
image from one-shot multi-exposure information obtained
using an ME-CFA.

Table 2 shows the numerical comparison. Our framework
provides the highest scores in metrics other than L-CPSNR,
while the multiple-LDR-images-based methods present bet-
ter performance for L-CPSNR.This is because thesemethods
have the benefit of having all three-exposure information for
each pixel and thus should provide better performance for
static regions, which are dominant in each scene of Kalan-
tari’s dataset. However, as shown in the visual comparison,
these methods are very susceptible to ghost artifacts, which
significantly disturb visual perception and make the percep-
tual HDR-VDP-2 score much lower.

To numerically evaluate the existence of severe artifacts,
in Fig. 8, we evaluated the ratio of error pixels whoseMSE of
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Fig. 7 Visual comparisons on Kalantari’s dataset. The patches in the
red box show a dynamic region in this scene, and the patches in the blue
box show a static but saturated region in the second-exposure image.
These patches are prone to cause ghosting or inpainting artifacts. Our
proposed framework can generate the HDR image without such arti-

facts and produce the closest result to the ground truth. The color maps
below the images show the error maps representing the MSE of RGB
irradiance values. The compared methods generate large errors in the
red or the blue box, while our framework generates smaller errors in
both areas

Table 2 Comparison with state-of-the-art HDR imaging methods

Input sources Methods CPSNR G-CPSNR L-CPSNR HDR-VDP-2 LN-MSE

Multiple LDR images Sen [20] 35.88 38.43 36.16 60.22 0.067

Kalantari [2] 38.67 40.24 38.26 63.35 0.059

Wu [3] 38.33 40.15 37.95 64.49 0.062

Single LDR image (Second exposure) HDRCNN [6] 13.03 14.39 34.83 54.35 3.771

DrTMO [41] 17.61 13.93 24.65 56.59 14.027

ExpandNet [5] 22.22 22.59 28.01 57.23 1.113

ME-CFA RAW data Ours 44.10 41.27 36.26 68.79 0.036

RGB irradiance values is larger than the threshold of the hor-
izontal axis. From the result, we can clearly observe that our
snapshot framework can generate HDR images with much
fewer error pixels that have significantly large errors, such as
ghosting and inpainting artifacts appearing in existing meth-
ods.

4.4 Comparison using an HDR video dataset

4.4.1 Dataset

To evaluate our proposed framework for dynamic situations,
we used Froehlich’s HDR video dataset [75]. The videos
in this dataset were taken by a camera system, in which a
beam splitter is located to capture two images of different
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Fig. 8 The ratio of error pixels whose MSE of RGB irradiance values
is larger than the threshold. At each of the threshold levels, the error
rate of our framework is lower than that of the other compared methods

exposure levels at the same time. These two images were
then processed to generate an HDR image. All video frames
are provided in 12-bit OpenEXR format with 1920 × 1080
resolution. This dataset contains HDR scenes of five scene
categories, and we selected 17 video clips for evaluation,
which include various challenging situations such as a night
scene with bright or flickering light sources, a scene with
fast-moving objects, and a sunlight scene with substantially
changing brightness levels.

4.4.2 Compared methods

We compared our framework with HDR imaging meth-
ods using multiple LDR images (Debevec [1], Sen [20],
Kalantari [2], and Wu [3]). For the learning methods of
Kalantari, Wu, and Ours, we applied the same trained mod-
els as Sect. 4.3, which were trained using Kalantari dataset.
Because the multi-frame methods of Sen, Kalantari, and Wu
are alignment-based methods and they assume the middle-
exposure image (i.e., the second-exposure image for three
inputs) as a reference image for the alignment in their default
implementation and usage,we converted every three adjacent
frames in the HDR video to three input LDR images with the
EV set of {0, 2, 4}. In this case, because every successive
three frames were used to generate one HDR image aligned
to the second-exposure frame, the frame per second (fps) of
the generated video by thesemethods reduces to 10fps,which
is one-third of the 30fps of the original video.

For our proposed framework, each frame in theHDRvideo
was used to generate ME-CFA RAW data as described in
Sect. 4.1.1 and then HDR images were generated by the pro-
posed framework trained using Kalantari’s dataset. The fps
of the generated video by the proposed framework is 30fps,
which is the same as that of the original video because one
input frame is used to generate one output frame.

As a consequence, the HDR videos generated by the com-
pared methods are 10fps, while ours and ground-truth HDR
videos are 30fps. To compare each method in both 10pfs and

30fps domains, we raised the fps of the videos generated by
the comparedmethods from10fps to 30fps by duplicating the
second-exposure reference frames, for which aligned HDR
image results were generated, to the other frames. We also
reduced the fps of the ground truth and the video generated
by our framework from 30fps to 10fps by sampling every
three frames corresponding to the second-exposed reference
frames.

4.4.3 Results

Tables 3 and 4 show the numerical comparison on 17 clips in
the HDR video dataset. The averaged evaluation values are
shown in the tables. In the 10fps evaluation of Table 3, our
framework shows the best scores for CPSNR, L-CPSNR, and
HDR-VDP-2, while Sen’s method shows the highest scores
for G-CPSNR and LN-MSE. The higher scores by Sen’s
method can be expressed with the same reason as discussed
in Sect. 4.3, i.e., multiple-LDR-images-based methods have
the advantage of having all three exposure information in the
pixels of static regions. However, in the 30fps evaluation of
Table 4, the scores of the compared multiple-LDR-images-
based methods tend to be significantly lower than that of
10fps, while our framework provides almost the same scores
and the highest scores for all the metrics in the 30fps eval-
uation. This clearly indicates the advantage of our snapshot
framework that produces the same fps video as the ground
truth without the necessity of any alignment and duplication
between the frames.

Figure 9 shows the visual comparison for some scenes.
We can see that the compared methods generate severe ghost
artifacts around the hand, the fireworks, and the bonfire in
the scenes. In contrast, our framework can generate higher-
quality HDR video frames without such artifacts, owing to
the one-shot nature of our framework. The video results can
be seen in the supplemental video.

Regarding the computational time, under the computa-
tional environment of Intel Core i7-6850KCPUandNVIDIA
GeForceGTX1080GPU, our non-optimized implementation
currently takes 0.38 s per frame with 1920 × 1080 reso-
lution, which is slightly faster than the second-best Wu’s
method (0.48 s per frame). Although Kalantari’s method is
faster (0.16 s per frame) than ours, it provides much lower
numerical performance as shown in Tables 3 and 4. The com-
putational time is expected to become faster if we use more
latest GPUs such as NVIDIA GeForce 4000 series. As a ref-
erence, the non-learning-based methods of Debevec and Sen
take 0.70 s and 69.35 s per frame, respectively, using CPU
implementation with MATLAB.
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Table 3 Numerical comparison on HDR video dataset with 10fps evaluation

Input frame Methods CPSNR G-CPSNR L-CPSNR HDR-VDP-2 LN-MSE

Every successive three frames with three exposures Debevec [1] 22.78 31.52 25.12 49.32 0.989

Sen [20] 29.81 41.75 33.55 54.12 0.005

Kalantari [2] 20.19 22.73 21.08 46.05 2.430

Wu [3] 30.05 39.73 32.50 58.01 0.009

Every frame with ME-CFA RAW Ours 34.31 39.30 34.12 65.59 0.006

Table 4 Numerical comparison on HDR video dataset with 30fps evaluation

Input video Methods CPSNR G-CPSNR L-CPSNR HDR-VDP-2 LN-MSE

Every successive three frames with three exposures Debevec [1] 22.99 31.43 25.38 49.89 1.120

Sen [20] 26.79 34.12 27.89 50.76 0.750

Kalantari [2] 19.74 22.09 20.49 45.57 3.100

Wu [3] 27.39 33.54 27.66 53.14 0.779

Every frame with ME-CFA RAW Ours 34.31 39.31 34.11 65.58 0.006

Fig. 9 Visual comparison using an HDR video dataset. The scene
POKER FULLSHOT on the top row includes the fast motion of hands
shuffling cards. The scenes CAROUSEL FIREWORKS and FIRE
PLACE on the second and the last rows include drastically changing

luminance levels for each frame. We can see that compared methods
using multiple LDR images generate severe ghost artifacts, while our
framework can produce the images closest to the ground truths

4.5 Validation studies of our framework

To confirm the effectiveness of each proposed component,
we performed validation studies using Funt’s dataset.

4.5.1 Ablation study on HDR image reconstruction

Table 5 shows the result of an ablation study on HDR image
reconstruction. In the case without input data normaliza-
tion, we do not perform luminance estimation and luminance
normalization in the HDR image reconstruction. From the
comparison with this case, we can see that the input data
normalization by the estimated luminance contributes to

effective feature extraction and the generation of plausible
HDR image results with higher numerical scores. We can
also confirm that the proposedO/U-pixel correction certainly
contributes to the performance improvements in all the eval-
uated metrics.

4.5.2 Comparison of loss computation domains

Table 6 shows the comparison of loss computation domains.
The loss in the standard linear HDR domain presents rel-
atively a high value for CPSNR, but lower G-CPSNR and
L-CPSNR values. This is because the loss in the linear
domain tends to disregard the errors in dark areas, which
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Table 5 Ablation study on HDR image reconstruction

CPSNR G-CPSNR L-CPSNR HDR-VDP-2 LN-MSE

Ours without input normalization 47.56 39.82 39.14 77.88 0.067

Ours without O/U-pixel correction 42.85 40.66 37.14 77.25 0.062

Ours 50.07 42.94 41.74 81.71 0.054

Table 6 Comparison of loss computation domains

CPSNR G-CPSNR L-CPNSR HDR-VDP-2 LN-MSE

Linear HDR 49.57 41.48 40.55 80.71 0.059

Log HDR 48.32 42.28 40.88 79.01 0.058

Global tone-mapped HDR 48.90 42.45 41.02 79.83 0.056

Luminance-normalized HDR (ours) 50.07 42.94 41.74 81.71 0.054

Fig. 10 The visual effect using the luminance loss and the gradient
terms

are significantly enhanced in a global or local tone-mapped
domain, lowering the G-CPSNR and L-CPSNR values. The
losses in the log and the global tone-mapped domains
improve the G-CPSNR and the L-CPSNR performance
compared to the linear domain. The loss in our proposed
luminance-normalized domain provides further better per-
formance in G-CPSNR and L-CPSNR by considering the
relative local contrasts. Furthermore, the higherHDR-VDP-2
score shows that the luminance-normalized domain success-
fully produces visually higher-quality HDR images.

4.5.3 Ablation study on loss computation

One of the main challenges of snapshot HDR imaging
is to reduce zipper artifacts, which are caused by a very
sparse samplingof each color-exposure component andmany
saturated/blacked-out pixels in ME-CFA RAW data. Fur-

thermore, zipper artifacts may occur even for uniform areas
without textures because of the differences in the quanti-
zation levels of the three exposure images, meaning that
converted sensor irradiance values in the uniform area do
not match completely among the three exposure levels.

Our framework suppresses zipper artifacts by the gradient
terms and the luminance loss in the loss functions. Figure10
shows the visual comparison of zipper artifacts. In the case
without the gradient terms, we removed the gradient terms
in Eqs. (3), (4), and (10), i.e., the parameters λ1 and λ2 are
set to 0. In the case without the luminance loss, we set the
parameter α of the LDR loss in Eq. (2) to 1. In this case,
the errors of luminance are not considered in the loss com-
putation, which corresponds to the method in our previous
version [13].

From Fig. 10, we can see that the case without the gra-
dient terms generates severe zipper artifacts. Although the
case without the luminance loss reduces the zipper artifacts,
they are still apparent. In contrast, our proposed loss compu-
tation can generate more accurate tentative HDR luminance
and obtain the HDR image result with much fewer zipper
artifacts. Table 7 shows the numerical comparison of these
cases. From the table, we can confirm that both the gradient
terms and the luminance loss contribute to the improvement
of all the evaluated metrics.

4.6 Limitation

In our results, zipper artifacts still remain in some areas. This
is because of the very challenging nature of snapshot HDR
reconstruction with a very sparse sampling of each color-
exposure component and many saturated or blacked-out
pixels. Furthermore, in the snapshot HDR problem, zipper
artifacts may occur even for uniform areas without textures
because of the differences in the quantization levels of three
exposure images, meaning that converted sensor irradiance
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Table 7 Ablation study on loss
computation

CPSNR G-CPSNR L-CPSNR HDR-VDP-2 LN-MSE

Ours without gradient terms 38.90 39.80 37.38 68.84 0.129

Ours without luminance loss 49.60 42.59 41.44 80.86 0.055

Ours 50.07 42.94 41.74 81.71 0.054

values in the uniform area do not match completely among
the three exposure levels.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a novel deep learning-based
framework that can effectively address the joint demosaick-
ing and HDR reconstruction problem for snapshot HDR
imaging using an ME-CFA. We have introduced the idea of
luminance normalization that simultaneously enables effec-
tive loss computation and input data normalization to learn
the HDR image reconstruction network by considering rela-
tive local image contrasts.

In the experimental comparison with other snapshot
methods, our framework achieves more than 4dB CPSNR
improvement in the evaluation of the linear HDR domain
and demonstrates that it can produce HDR images withmuch
fewer visual zipper artifacts. In the experimental comparison
with existing HDR imaging methods using multiple LDR
images, we have demonstrated that our framework can pro-
duce HDR images without severe ghost artifacts, which are
apparent for the existing methods.

Our snapshot method is particularly useful for dynamic
scenes requiring HDR imaging technology. A typical exam-
ple is a driving application that encounters situations with
large intensity variations, e.g., the entrance and the exit of
tunnels and night scenes with car headlights. Experimental
validations on these situations are one of our future works.
Another future work is a joint design of the ME-CFA and
the reconstruction network to simultaneously optimize the
snapshot sensor design and HDR imaging network to further
reduce zipper artifacts.
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